DESIGN LAB TOPIC: WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE DATA INFORMED?

Who's at the table? (TFP), Clark & John
Neighbors Inc. - (Eric & Whitney, Alexia)
NCVC - Mark
Emerg - Jill

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE DATA INFORMED?

Key questions to move this topic...

Who decides what questions are asked?

Who do we talk to when we are fulfilling our mission?

One key takeaway: A

The next steps: CEAs + leaders meet

Who has the greatest knowledge for next steps? Holly, Corrine, Don

Who wants to engage in this topic?

Conduct/Consequence of being data informed:

What does have qualitative info via direct engagement?

We have compliance to funders...

We don't have qualitative info via direct engagement to funders.

What does have qualitative info via

CEDs + leaders meet to address data

Which data could help inform things like:

What data does the organization have?

What data does the organization need?